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Abstract
This paper proposes a methodology for querying linguistic data represented in different corpus formats. Examples of the need for queries
over such heterogeneous resources are the corpus-based analysis of multimodal phenomena like the interaction of gestures and prosodic
features, or syntax-related phenomena like information structure which exceed the expressive power of a tree-centered corpus format.
Query languages (QLs) currently under development are strongly connected to corpus formats, like theNITE Object Model(NOM,
Carletta et al., 2003) or theMeta-Annotation Infrastructure for ATLAS(MAIA, Laprun and Fiscus, 2002). The parallel development of
linguistic query languages and corpus formats is due to the fact that general purpose query languages like XQuery (Boag et al., 2003)
do not fulfill the changing needs of linguistically motivated queries, e.g. to give access to (non-)hierarchically organized, theory and
language dependent annotations of multi modal signals and/or text. This leads to the problem that existing corpus formats and query
languages are hard to reuse. They have to be re-developed and re-implemented time-consumingly and expensively for unforeseen tasks.
This paper describes an approach for overcoming these problems and a sample application.

1. Background
1.1. Annotation formats and query languages

XML is the standard document description language
which is nowadays supported in some way by almost all
language resource projects. XML constrains the modelling
process so that only tree-structured representations can be
expressed directly: each element except the root element
must have exactly one parent element. Consequently, items
bracketed by elements cannot overlap, which leads to prob-
lems, for instance in dialogue description. In XML tag sets
are defined and text is anntoted according to the tag set. The
tag set can (and should) be defined formally in a schema
language, e.g. DTDs, XML SCHEMA, or RELAX NG.

1.1.1. XML and XQuery
For querying XML, the World Wide Web Consortium

is developing a standard language, analogous to SQL for
relational databases,XQuery (Boag et al., 2003), using
the potential of theXPath data model(Fernandez et al.,
2003) to navigate the trees described by XML document
instances. Applications supporting this standard may in-
clude the information gained from the schema, i.e. type
information and legal nesting. XQuery as such does not
presuppose the existence of a schema, but only the well-
formedness of the instance. Consequently, it is possible to
create queries which will never match anything, because the
sequence of nodes specified in the query expression cannot
be licensed by the schema. Currently available implemen-
tations of XQuery do not support the information gained by
the schema, some1 validate the document instance against
a schema before the query is performed. Restrictions to the
query which deviate from paths, i.e. to tree fragments in

1For example the Tamino XML database by Software AG.

a given context that have certain properties such as a cer-
tain content or substructure, are limited to specific infor-
mation given in the instance. Type information which gen-
eralises over classes of substructures or content cannot be
used. Finally, XQuery is inadequate for querying non-tree
structured information, because it relies on the data model
of XML, which enforces proper nesting of annotation units,
leading to a single hierarchy.

1.1.2. NITE and NXTSearch
The European NITE project, and its predecessor MATE,

developed an XML-based representation for language data.
A primary annotation level is used, in documentations of
MATE and NITE usually the word level. Other layers
which can exist are linked with this primary layer. An ex-
ample is the annotation of the prepositional phrase in the
sentence “The cat sat on the mat.”. The first and primary
annotation is theword annotation:

<s><w id=’w1’>The</w> <w id=’w2’>cat</w>
<w id=’w3’>sat</w> <w id=’w4’>on</w>
<w id=’w5’>the</w> <w id=’w6’>mat</w>.</s>

The abstract representation of this data results in a tree
structure: Each elementwhas one parent elements .

The annotation of the prepositional phrase is created by
introducing a new layer. In this layer an empty XML ele-
ment for annotating chunks is used. This element points to
a range of tokens in the sentence, e.g.:2

<ch id=’chunk1’ type=’pp’
href=’#id(w4)..id(w5)’/>

The abstract integrated representation of the annotations
results in a structure which is not representable as a tree:

2This example uses the syntax of MATE. NITE developed a
different syntax, which is more focussed on the representation of
time-aligned data.
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The word elements with the ids4, 5, and6 have two par-
ents,s and the elementch . Within the data model of NITE
this representation is possible because it supports multi-
ple intersecting hierarchies. Consequently, the query lan-
guage of NITE (NiteQL) which is implemented in the NXT-
Search Toolkit allows for quering of more complex struc-
tures than those permitted by XQuery.

1.1.3. AGs
The Annotation Graph Model(Bird and Liberman,

2001) defines a formal model for the interpretation of anno-
tations in graph form. In the domain of speech annoation,
this is done by the use of a reference to the timeline as a
constant. For multiple annotations of primary data (Witt,
2002) a similar annotation model is achieved by using a
primary level of annotation as an anchoring level. For ex-
ample, the sequence of characters in textual data can supply
the information about absolute ordering which is necessary
for the anchoring.

Part of the annotation graph model is a formal descrip-
tion of a query language for these graphs, cf. Bird et al.,
2000, with a query syntax. This is a very general model
describing the properties of a query for a given annotation
graph. The query is described in terms of a restricted selec-
tion from a set of arcs of an annotation graph, taking into
account relations between the different arcs, such as over-
laps, sequence, etc. No implementation is given.

For a database programmer familiar with SQL the in-
dividual constructs seem obvious, but this is not true for
practical research queries. Researchers do not necessar-
ily have the graph structure of annotations in mind when
formulating queries based on more than one level of anno-
tation. Consequently an intermediate level of querying is
needed where general queries are mapped onto the graph
based queries that can be executed in various data struc-
tures.

1.2. Modelling

1.2.1. Document grammars
Document grammars are used for defining XML-

elements and their attributes and content models. By defin-
ing a content model it is possible to constrain which ele-
ments must, may, or must not occur as the content of an
element. Furthermore a content model constrains the se-
quence of the legitimate elements, the type of the attributes
(and, depending on the schema language, the elements). In
addition some schema languages allow for the definition of
‘fixed’ or default values of attributes.

An XML document which is validated against a docu-
ment grammar is known to have a certain structure. This
information can help to speed up the process of querying,
for example because it is not necessary to search for a cer-
tain element in a certain substructure if the schema does
not permit the element in this substructure. This option is
apparently not used in implementations of QLs of this type.

1.2.2. Multiple annotations
There are several techniques available for annotating

language and speech data on multiple layers. The ap-
proaches mentioned above (i.e. MATE/Nite and AGs) use a
hyperlink-based technique, where layers are interconnected

through links. An alternative to this is to use of multiple
(e.g. stand-off) annotations of the same textual base (Witt,
2002). This approach offers a lot of advantages: It allows
for structuring text according to multiple concurrent doc-
ument grammars without workarounds. Furthermore ad-
ditional annotations can be subsequently included without
changing already established annotations. For example, the
hyperlink-based technique could make it necessary to intro-
duce new anchor elements in the primary annotation layer if
a new layer should be introduced. In using multiple annota-
tions, the layers are independent of each other. Nonetheless
they are interrelated, namely via the text. This allows on
the one hand for inferences of relations between different
annotation layers (Bayerl et al., 2003). On the other hand
relations betweenlevels(see below) and layers can be ex-
pressed in a formal way.

2. The LCD approach
We claim that an LCD approach allows for querying

and expressing relations both in a single layer and between
multiple annotated layers. As a solution to the problems of
corpus formats and query languages described above, we
consequently propose an abstract, conceptual level called
“Linguistic Concept Descriptions” (LCD) which is built on
top of the existing formats and query languages. Linguistic
concepts, i.e. linguistic categories, principles etc. are de-
clared in an LCD, which is separated from the query mech-
anisms and which can be used to retrieve instances of a con-
cept in corpora. The linguistic concepts are organized in
disjoint sets: for a specific language, linguistic theory or
domain, a separate LCD is created, for example an LCD
which encompasses concepts for an HPSG-grammar frag-
ment of Japanese. Since an LCD encompasses a closed set
of concepts, a generic mapping function from an LCD to
query expressions in various query languages and their un-
derlying corpus formats can be created. There are several
advantages of this approach:

1. If the mapping function has been specified once, there
is no need for the end-user to deal with the underlying
corpus formats or query languages.

2. Various corpus formats can be used simultaneously.
As a result of a uniform query, instances are retrieved
from data in different corpus formats.

3. Since the same set of concepts can be instantiated
in several corpus formats, the need to develop new
query languages can be reduced. For unforeseen use
cases, i.e. the integration of new linguistic categories
in the HPSG-grammar model,3 existing corpus-data
and query-tools can be reused.

3. Properties of an LCD
The properties of an LCD are described with ref-

erence to Figure 1. An LCD consists of a set of
models, e.g.PhrasalStructure and concepts, e.g.

3It could be desirable to introduce aMORPH feature on lexical
signs to treat various kinds of morphological phenomena that are
irrelevant in syntax. See Krieger, 1993; Lüngen, 2002
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Sentence . The concepts are arguments of predi-
cates. That is, an LCD is a set of logical statements
which can be written in a straightforward notation of
triples. Concepts are arguments of the predicatepartOf ,
e.g. Sentence partOf PhrasalStructure . In
this way, disjointness of models becomes explicit.
Subordinated concepts are arguments of the predicate
subClassOf , e.g. Non-embeddedVerbalPhrase
subClassOf VerbalPhrase . To be able to opera-
tionalize an LCD, only proper parts and subclasses are
permitted so that the statements must not lead to a cyclic
structure: e.g. a statement likeSentence subClassOf
Sentence. is not allowed.

Figure 1: Properties of an Linguistic Concept Description.

In terms of Sowa, 1996 (cited after Fischer, 1998) this
structure can be described as aterminological ontology.
The statements create subtype, supertype and partOf rela-
tions. An important aspect of such an ontology is theinten-
sional and extensional notion of subsumption. Intension-
ally speaking, there has to be a singular interpretation of the
concept hierarchy; for example, a concept must not be sub-
ordinated to itself. Extensionally speaking, subordinated
concepts share the properties, i.e. predicates of superordi-
nated concepts, and the instances of the concepts. In the
case of an LCD, the instances are to be found in corpus
data. To create the extensional interpretation of an LCD,
predicates are specified to define a mapping to query ex-
pressions in order to be able to access the corpus data.

3.1. Mapping to query expressions

The predicates describe a mapping to query expres-
sions in various query languages. There are two kinds
of predicates, top level predicates and other predicates.
Top level predicates have three arguments. The first is
a concept which is directly superordinated to a model,
e.g.Sentence , VerbalPhrase or NominalPhrase .
The second argument specifies the query language, e.g.
XQuery . The third argument contains the query expres-
sion, e.g. for ans element.

The other predicates have the same two arguments
to specify the concept and the query language. In
addition, they have a finite set of other arguments to
describeinterconceptual relations. In Figure 1, such a

relation is created via the predicatedominated by .
The statement is Non-embeddedVerbalPhrase
dominated by Sentence . As for the mapping to
query expression, it depends on the query language and
the corpus format in question how these predicates have
to be interpreted. In the case of XQuery and an XML
corpus with hierarchical annotations,dominated by
is interpreted as a step on the parent axis. For the con-
cept Non-embeddedVerbalPhrase and XQuery,
the query expression isvp[parent::s] . As for
the Nite Query languageNiteQl, the same predicate is
interpreted as the dominance operatorˆ . The query
expression is ($Sentence s) ($VerbalPhrase
vp): $Sentence ˆ $VerbalPhrase .

The application of a singular predicate must not lead
to a query expression which combines several query lan-
gaguages. Nonetheless it is possible to combine dif-
ferent QLs. The combination of QLs is realised via
the integration of query results in the instance docu-
ments, via a predefined XML namespacelcd . While
executing the queries, attributes from this namespace
are attached to nodes which are instances of a con-
cept, for examplelcd:VerbalPhrase=’’someID’’ .
To be able to use the result of a query from other
query language, tests which match these attributes have
to be specified. For example, instances of the concept
Non-embeddedVerbalPhrase might have been re-
trived via NiteQl. An XPath expression could use these
results with a test like//*[@lcd:VerbalPhrase] .

3.2. Predefined predicates query expression mapping

To ease the task of creating an LCD, currently several
predicates for the mapping to query expressions are de-
fined. These encompass well-known basic structural re-
lations in trees, complex paths in trees and multilayer-
relations. The main relevant predicates for syntactic anal-
ysis aredominates andprecedes , with counterparts
like dominated by . For complex paths in the (syntac-
tic) tree-structure, so-calledcaterpillar-expressions, as de-
fined by Br̈uggemann-Klein and Wood, 2000 are used in a
separate set of predicates. The predicates take as one ar-
gument a name of a concept, and as the other a caterpillar-
expression. The language of caterpillar-expressions con-
sists of a finite set of moves and tests in the tree structure:
up , first , last , left , right , isFirst , isLast ,
isLeaf , isRoot , the Kleene-star operator* , and a node-
name test. The simplicity of these expressions makes the
description of a generic mapping to queries straightforward.
The caterpillar language has been implemented for example
by Sasaki and P̈onninghaus, 2003.

To be able to query non-hierarchical relations,
multilayer-predicates as described in Bayerl et al., 2003 are
defined. They take two concepts as arguments. To retrieve
all sentences which exist just of one verbal phrase, the
predicateidentity can be applied in the statement i.e.
Sentence identity VerbalPhrase . Such predi-
cates are also used not for queries, but as a heuristic in
the process of creating hierarchical-structured annotations
from separate, textual annotations, see Witt et al., 2004.
The predicates describe constraints which have to be ful-
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filled in the result of the process. This application of
the predicates demonstrates that the declarative description
of linguistic concepts can be used for different purposes,
specifically for querying and validation of constraints.

3.3. Representation of an LCD
The representation of an LCD makes use of the Re-

source Description Framework (RDF), and its extension
RDF Schema (RDFS, Hayes and McBride, 2003). A set
of linguistic concepts is represented with the constructs of-
ferd by RDFS, likerdfs:subClassOf . Some of these
constructs need an additional interpretation. For example,
rdfs:subClassOf is used to specifysubClassOf re-
lations between concepts andpartOf relations between
concepts and models. RDFS is an extremely widely used
resource format, permitting integration of an LCD with dif-
ferent resources.

4. Sample application and outlook
An LCD containing about 200 basic linguistic cate-

gories for Japanese has been developed.4 In addition, an
LCD containing categories of the HPSG-grammar fragment
from the VERMOBIL-project (Kawata and Bartels, 2000)
and another LCD of categories from a descriptive Japanese
grammar which is used in a large-scale corpus (Kurohashi
and Nagao., 2003) have been developed. Sample-corpus
data is converted for flexibility into a Prolog-based corpus
format which is queried with a dedicated query language.
This format and the query language are described elsewhere
(Sasaki et al., 2003); they are designed to allow for multi-
level, non-hierarchical queries. In addition, other corpus
data are represented in the NOM format and analyzed with
the respective query language. The top level predicates are
operationalized in an implementation of the MetaLex ap-
proach, cf. Trippel et al., 2004, for modelling co-referential
phenomena in Japanese, cf. Sasaki and Witt, 2004.

A further perspective using abstractions over document
grammars as a constraint mechanism for queries is cur-
rently being considered.
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